General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
The General Data Protection Regulations enters into force in the European Union
on Friday 25 May 2018.
Buygether is a ‘controller’ of the personal information that you provide to us.
This privacy notice sets out how, why and for how long Buygether will use your
personal data, as well as who it is shared with. It also explains your legal rights as
a data subject and how to exercise them.
What Buygether needs from you
When you apply to become a user Buygether asks you for the following personal
information:
•

contact details – name and email address;

•

username (e.g. that usually might correspond with your email address) and
password with whom you access to Buygether;

•

registration date and the date of your last login and

•

optionally your address.

Buygether needs to collect your personal information so that Buygether can
manage your participation to the groups in Buygether.
For each group, to which you are participating, Buygether may store the
following further information:
•

a nickname and a short popup comment line; and

•

your orders (i.e. the quantity your ordered and/or a comment you
entered).

Why Buygether needs your personal information
Buygether may use your name together with your email to identify you.
Buygether may use your email address to send you communications from the
groups and, in exceptional case, messages from the administrators of Buygether,
e.g. for sending your account or respond to your request for assistance. Therefore
if you do not provide us with your correct email, this may affect our ability to
offer you the services.
Buygether might use your address to deliver you the product. However the
address won’t be communication to any transporter without your authorization.

In particular you participate in each group with a nickname. That nickname used
to identify by the other participants of that group. Therefore your first and family
name, as well as your email and address, are not shown in the group. With the
exception of your first name, if no nickname is provided, in this case your first
name might be used as initial nickname.
Who Buygether shares your personal information with
Buygether may be required to share personal information with statutory or
regulatory authorities to comply with statutory and legal obligations.
How Buygether protects your personal information
Your personal information are accessible only to the administrator of Buygether
for administrative purpose (e.g. for verifying the status of the database). Access is
password protected. Your personal data is directly stored into Buygether’s
database which is password protected.
Your personal information, except for your first name (which may be used as
nickname if no nickname is provided), are not shown, accessible or
communicated to any other users, without your previous authorization.
How long Buygether keeps your personal information
Buygether only keeps your personal information for as long as necessary to
provide you the services. At any time you can review and modify your personal
information, or request to remove your personal information.
For each group, to which you are participating, Buygether only keeps your
nickname, your orders and/or your comments as soon as the group is not deleted.
Buygether might delete your account within your personal information where you
have not made a login for 2 years, or upon your unregistration from the
Buygether.
You have a right to:
•

Request that Buygether corrects your personal data if you believe it is
inaccurate or incomplete; anyhow you can also modify online your
personal information using Buygether by clicking the button „Profile“;

•

Request that Buygether deletes your personal information; and

•

Access the personal information that Buygether hold about you through a
‘subject access request’.

If you have any question about this notice of privacy, please contact the
Buygether Team at info@Buygether.com.
Munich, 28 August 2018

